HOW CAN DESIGN CREATE UNIVERSAL
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ANY AND
ALL INTELLIGENT CIVILISATIONS?

An insight report by Oscar Lane
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“Language is the foundation of civilisation. It is the glue that holds a people
together. It is the first weapon drawn in a conflict.” – Arrival (2016)

We live in a world where communication is abundant. We
communicate daily with one another imparting our thoughts
and feelings through conversation. However, in a world of
around 7000 languages, it is hard to create conversation
with everyone you encounter. Whether a language barrier is
preventing communication, or a cultural block is leading to
misinterpretation, having a conversation becomes difficult
when there is no shared language. This leads on to the question
to be explored and discussed within this insights report,

Universal communication is, by definition, “the imparting or
interchange of thoughts, opinions, or information by speech,
writing or signs that can be used and understood by all”
(Dictionary.com 2021). This insights report will be focusing on
non-verbal communication, thus removing speech from the
scope of research allowing for the specific focus towards purely
visual elements of this concept. The potential for universal
communication is huge, not only would it allow us to breach
language barriers and translation difficulties, but it would
allow us to think beyond terrestrial means of expression and
delve into the possibility of communication with intelligent life
beyond our small planet.

1: To review and understand what makes an intelligent
civilisation. To find out what denotes intelligence/civilisation.

A: Define civilisation and intelligence in a measurable state.
B: Discuss the characteristics of intelligent civilisations
concluding in a summarised target audience.

2: To understand conversation. Collecting and reviewing the
common patterns associated with communication.

A: Investigate examples of ancient human communication
using secondary sources.

B: Collect people’s understanding of ancient communication
through surveys, Investigating traits that link these together.

C: Explore the cultural difficulties of communication using
secondary sources.

3: To investigate existing examples universal communication.
A: Collect and review universal communication in modern
society using secondary and tertiary sources.

B: Collect and review messages created to communicate with
extra-terrestrials using secondary and tertiary sources.

4: Investigate universal patterns within communication, explore
concepts that intelligent civilisations can understand.

A: Investigate universal concepts that could be used graphically
to create communication using secondary research.

B: Investigate the perceptions into how form and colour can
communicate emotions using focus groups.

P

S

T

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Surveys
To record patterns of a large sample of participants to review
understanding of ancient written communication.

Study Groups

Online Research

To record perceptions towards form and colour in order to

Researching online to gain an in depth understanding of core

evidence and gain understanding into how

topics so that discussion can be created using a range

people interpret images.

of comparative arguments.
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To investigate the concept of universal communication, one
must first understand what they are communicating with.
As stated previously, the receiver is any and all intelligent
civilisations, but what is a civilisation and what
is meant by intelligence?

However, that statement limits certain advanced human
societies. Yukichi Fukuzawa as cited by Williams, M (no date)
defined civilisation as:

Civilisation

“Not only comfort in daily necessities but also the refining of

By definition, “a civilisation is an advanced state of society,

knowledge and the cultivation of virtue so as to elevate human

with a high level of culture, science, industry and government”

life to a higher plane.”

(Dictionary.com 2021). Although this definition has been

(Yukichi Fukuzawa as cited by Williams, M, no date).

subject of some debate due to how it was used to define early
civilisations. The National Geographic Society (2019) states that

This defines civilisations as being more about the collective

“it was used to differentiate societies that certain civilisations

betterment of wellbeing rather than a defined set of

found to be culturally superior or culturally inferior” Therefore, it

characteristics determined partly by time. But because of the

could be said that biased and preconceived ideas of others can

wandering nature of nomadic societies, they cannot be defined

potentially affect definition of a “civilised” culture.

as civilisation meaning that some physical characteristics have
to be apparent to define civilisation, rather than just concepts

In any case, there is a defined list of aspects that a society must

of human connection. “civilisation describes a complex way of

contain for it to be considered a civilisation. National

life that came about as people began to develop networks of

Geographic (2018) defined the characteristics of

urban settlements.” (National Geographic, 2018).

civilisation as six characteristics:

“large population centres; monumental architecture and
unique art styles; shared communication strategies; systems
for administering territories; a complex division of labour; and
the division of people into social and economic classes.”
(National Geographic 2018).
Image: Jakovlev, V (2015)

Image: Cohen, T (2015)

Intelligence
Like civilisations, the concept of intelligence is widely debated

goal. Furthermore, Dr. Biology (2017) observed that “Gorillas

– What constitutes intelligence, and what should we be able to

and chimpanzees have painted pictures of birds, describing

communicate to? Sternberg, R (2016) stated that,

(through sign language) that that is what they were trying to

“Intelligence is the ability to think analytically, creatively,

create.”. This expresses intelligence in the form of creativity,

practically, and wisely so as to learn from experience and adapt

performing with the purpose of communicating.

to, shape, and select environments.” (Sternberg, R, 2016)
Although these animals show remarkable intelligence, there
However, if this statement is believed then a number of animals

is one clear factor that separates us from them. We have built

possess intelligence that should be considered within this

civilisations and the characteristics associated with them,

communication question. Foer, J (2015) spoke about dolphins

while they have not.

that could memorise icons and perform tasks associated with
it, as well as individually solving puzzles. This shows evidence
of thinking analytically and practically to achieve a certain

Intelligent Civilisation
From investigation into these concepts, we can now
understand the target audience of which this communication
is centred towards. This definition is deliberately not limiting
this target audience to terrestrial life as intelligent civilisations
may well exist beyond Earth.

'An intelligent civilisation is a community that has some or all of the six
main characteristics of civilisation (as stated by National Geographic,
2018) comprising of a population that has the faculty of complex
understanding and reasoning.'
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Conversation should flow naturally back and forth between two
parties allowing for the smooth transmission of information. But this
is rarely the case. How was conversation maintained before global
understanding of different cultures was implemented, and how do
we create conversation between people in the present day?

Ancient communication
Written communication is divided into two different forms,
logographic and phonological writing systems. Phonological
writing systems refers to the use of speech within language
while a logographic system refers to the use of logograms
within language. Logographic systems are separated into
two types – Pictograms and ideograms. A pictogram “uses a
picture of an object” (Papadopoulos, A, 2016) for example an
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic, whereas an ideogram “uses
a symbol made of geometric shapes to represent an idea”
(Papadopoulos, A, 2016) for example a Chinese character.

For this section, ancient written communication will be
investigated for several reasons; firstly, ancient communication
consists of logographic language more frequently than modern
communication. Additionally, these forms of communication
are not widely understood, meaning that I will be able to
investigate people’s interpretations of these languages without
previous knowledge informing their answers.

Image: Zero, J (2020)

Image: Ramírez, J (2019)

Looking at the survey from a difficulty perspective, 65.6%
stated that they found the cave paintings the easiest to
understand. This was supported by 51.7% of participants stating
that they believed it was communicating the animals that
lived in the local area, with other answers all including animals
in some form. The main reason for this ease was stated by
participants as, “It makes it easier to understand because a
picture is more universal than letters.”. While this remains true,
another participant stated that, “The drawings have no obvious
meaning other than literal, so it makes it clearer.”. This shows
that if there was further meaning within this communication it
has been lost through displaying purely
pictographic communication.

There was more debate when deciding which artefact was
the hardest to understand although two stand out above
the rest, the Chinese oracle bone, and Mayan glyphs (each
Throughout history, humans have left their mark on this

around 35%). The Chinese oracle bone is complex to interpret

world. Communicating their achievements, stories, rules, and

as the symbols would require further understanding to be

other aspects of their lives through unique methods. But how

comprehensible. The majority of the answers for their depiction

reliable are these methods of communication? To investigate

seemed to be confused. The reason for this confusion is

this, I created a survey to investigate the understanding of

because the glyphs don’t explicitly express what they mean, “I

a variety of historical communication. Seven pictures were

didn’t know what each symbol represented, to an outsider they

shown to participants, each one an extract of communication

just looked like lines and dots.”. The Mayan glyphs presented a

from different historical cultures (Cave paintings, Cuneiform,

different problem for people. The glyphs are complex carvings

Egyptian Hieroglyphics, a Chinese oracle bone, Mayan glyphs,

containing a multitude of objects that merge together in

Hittite Hieroglyphics and a Nordic runestone). Each participant

different orders. When the concept of each pictogram is similar

was encouraged to look at each picture and say what they

but not identical it becomes hard to pin certain symbols to

believed it communicated. Patterns formed for each one

exact meanings. “Even though I recognise the forms I have no

suggesting that, even if the original intention was mistaken, we

idea what it’s actually about. Is each square an individual story?

all see and understand certain forms or ideas.

Or is it all part of a bigger scene?”.

Furthermore, it was interesting to see what patterns people
see in the same form of communication without existing
knowledge. This is shown through several of the examples,
but specifically the Nordic runestone and the Egyptian
hieroglyphics. They both received higher percentages of
participants stating that it was communicating something to
do with Gods. Were these answers actually because they had
been interpreted that way, or because both of these cultures
are famous for their pantheons, leading to the assumption
of culture within communication. Surprisingly, cuneiform, an
extract that was assumed to be the least understood, had
41.3% of participants stating that it was a form of information.
Although this may not be the correct interpretation of the
artefact, it does show that structural formation and the
repetition generates connotations that large numbers
of people can understand.
However, I cannot ignore the glaring issue when looking
into communication created by our ancestors – shared
understanding. When investigating universal communication,
it needs to be understood by all intelligent civilisations, which
doesn’t limit the target audience to Earth. The simple fact is
that everyone on Earth knows what a cow or large herd animal
is, this is why the cave paintings were the easiest to understand
and why the oracle bone was the hardest as it did not depict
anything that was instantly recognisable to humanity.
As Vakoch, A. D (2014) stated Image: Frenchcyclingholidays.com (2016)

“We may be able to understand basic mathematics and
astronomy, but once extra-terrestrials begin to describe their
cultures, interstellar comprehension may suffer considerably.”
(Vakoch, A. D, 2014)

Image: Violin, K (2015)

Cultural difficulties
Mutual understanding is the largest problem in universal
communication, this problem becomes harder when culture is
created. Because a culture is so integrated within civilisation it
can be hard to understand someone if their culture
isn’t understood first.

“It is so much interrelated that without understanding properly
the cultural setting and social behaviour of a language
use, it leads to misinterpretation and breakdown in the
language communication, or it may result into errors and
misunderstanding because language is not simply sending or
receiving information, but it functions as a social behaviour in
certain cultural context.” (Dinamika, 2015, p. 3).

This makes communication considerably more difficult as it’s
not only about understanding a method of communication,
but the cultural nuances interlaced within this language.
For example, ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics use lots of
symbols that represent their deities within conversation.
Without knowledge of this religion these glyphs could be
interpreted differently. As stated by UKEssays (2018) “a perfect
language cannot be created as each language is so diverse,
trying to create a perfect worldwide language could hinder
cognitive performance and affect every day needs.” This
standpoint increased when thinking about the possibility
of extra-terrestrial cultures, which we cannot even begin
to imagine let alone understand. However, just because
cultural understanding is limited, that doesn’t mean that
communication cannot overcome this barrier to create a
method of conversation that both parties (regardless of
culture and origin) can understand.
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Although we think of universal communication as something
out of reach due to the boundaries of language barriers,
integrated learning systems and cultural misunderstanding –
there are examples of widely used universal communication
in our world today.

Terrestrial messages
Brands are becoming the most prominent form of universal
communication here on earth. Think of the Apple logomark, it
is hard to imagine that this symbol is not known throughout
the world. The symbol can conjure a number of emotions,
sleekness, professionalism, and expense. This remains
true throughout most brands however, this ‘universal
communication’ that we associate with brands is limited by
several factors. The first is that they do not communicate
more than their identity. We cannot use these symbols in
conversation unless we wish to communicate the idea of these

Other examples of universal language include binary and

brands. In fact, modern society has become so saturated with

Morse code. However, both of these methods require an

brands and advertising that communicating simple ideas may

understanding of the communication before one can attempt

be impacted by the imposing nature of these symbols.

to understand them in practice. Although Morse code is truly
universal, as there is only one version of it, it does require a key

However, the modern age has another form of potential

to understand, rather than being something that any intelligent

universal communication - emoticons. Using gestures is a

civilisations can view and understand. Binary could also suffer

consistently effective way to communicate or compliment

from this problem, but it can (and has) been used to create

language, emoticons makes this possible over a digital

pictorial messages that have the potential

medium. But this technology is a double-edged sword, once

to communicate universally.

again thanks to cultural differences. You may think that a
wave is the universal signifier for getting someone’s attention,

Although we have attempted to create universal

but actually waving is “how Koreans summon their dogs” Tell

communication (and succeeded in some regards) there is no

(2014) and can be considered highly offensive. Beyond the

set communication that could be considered truly universal.

general misinterpretation of emoticons, they struggle to work

Humans converse with one other all the time, and although we

universally, especially when multiple cultures

use art, music, gestures, and film to communicate there is no

attempt conversation.

set method to allow all of us to express complex thoughts and
feelings together. “As each language that currently exists is so
diverse, it is almost impossible to create a ‘perfect’

Image: an_vision (2020)

language worldwide.” (UKEssays 2018).

NASA, being one of the leading space exploration
administrations, has sent messages into space in the hope
that if any intelligent life is to find it, they can take a glimpse
at humanity. Both the Pioneer plaques and Voyager golden
records are physical messages. However, conversation is
certainly not the intention of these messages, more the
relaying of information and invitation of communication. The
Pioneer plaque shows “our location in the Galaxy and depicts
a naked man and woman drawn in relation to the spacecraft.”
(NASA 2019). The Voyager golden record cover depicts the
same galactic map along with information about how to use
the attached record to listen to ‘The Sounds of Earth’ and how
to construct images from these sounds. These messages
contain usable information and explain concepts to potential
ETI with a considered, graphical approach. However, the
information on them is less conversational, as it’s more of an
invitation than a comprehensive message
that encourages a reply.

Extraterrestrial messages

Image: NASA (2018)

These messages assume a certain level of technological

Universal communication between humanity is problematic,

advancement. Imagine a similar plaque had entered our

but what happens when we try to communicate with

atmosphere in 500 AD over Rome. Rome created one of the

intelligent civilisations beyond our small planet? Although we

most impressive civilisations the world had ever seen, but if a

struggle to communicate with one another we at least all share

metal plaque containing binary dropped from the heavens,

the fact that we inhabit the same planet and share the qualities

they would not be able to decipher it beyond the obvious

of being human. Meeting extra-terrestrial life may prove to be

depictions of otherworldly life, “if they are as much as 50 years

the hardest but most important communication challenge

behind us, forget it!” (Lambros, D. C, 1966).

humanity has ever faced. Despite us not having knowledge
of any intelligent life out in the stars, that has not stopped us

However, you could argue that mathematics is a cornerstone of

thinking about the messages that we would send and how we

civilisation and, that no matter the stage of development, that

would communicate with these civilisations.

they would be able to decipher it given time.v

Extraterrestrial messages
Additionally, digital messages have been sent into space in the

However, these concepts have issues with execution and

hope of contact. The most widely known of these messages

understanding. Firstly, the Arecibo message contains a lot of

is the Arecibo Message sent into space in 1974, designed by

data within a small area meaning the detail being put into each

Frank Drake. The Arecibo Message is a series of binary that

aspect of the message has been reduced, causing ambiguity

can be decoded into a simple pictorial message, “It consists,

and the overlapping of information. For example, the depiction

among other things, of the Arecibo telescope, our solar system,

of the double helix overlaps onto the human figure, some

DNA, a stick figure of a human, and some of the biochemicals

(particularly those not originating from Earth) may interpret this

of earthly life.” (SETI 2020). This message attempts to

as a large claw or antenna (bear in mind the original message

communicate more information than the physical messages

could not reciprocate colour so they cannot be separated

sent out by NASA, although the message again seems more

easily). The Evaptoria message struggles with understanding

like an infographic than a greeting. Similarly, to this message,

also but for a different reason. The creation of separate glyphs

the 1999 and 2003 messages (the Evaptoria Messages) use

in the form of a logographic language has a solid core, but,

binary to create an alphabet of symbols that can be used

without a key there is no shared understanding. Galantucci,

together to form complex conversation.

B (2005) Conducted a study into the emergence of human
communication systems where participants were forced to

“In the message, each symbol represents an idea. They are

create a system for communication through created glyphs to

not characters, as we know them. Some of those ideoglyphs

achieve a shared goal.

are equivalent to digit (e.g., 1,2) and other to concepts (e.g.,
hydrogen, kg). Diagrams and pictures complement them.”

The study concluded that through cooperation and a shared

(Dumas, S, No date)

goal, communication would form with the participants creating
new communication that was understood by both, “via a
process that can be termed learning by using” (Galantucci,
B, 2005). This theory could potentially work alongside the
Evaptoria message, but without a shared goal or reference
there is no way to be sure that the recipient understands
what we are communicating.
Image: Nordmann, A (2005)
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However tricky universal communication may seem, there may
be universal concepts that we can exploit in order to create
common understanding between all intelligent civilisations
and invite further conversation.

Mathematics
Hogben, as cited by Lambros, D. C (1966) stated that,
“number is the most universal concept for establishing
communication between intelligent beings, therefore
mathematics forms the basis for the first steps in
extraterrestrial communication.”

Maths is shared across the world and is truly the most universal
terrestrial language that we share. Even with language barriers
mathematics can be easily illustrated and communicated
without knowledge of the receiver’s method of conversation.
However, others argue that our version of mathematics is not
enough to be universal, Wolfram (2018) stated that,
Although it is true that mathematics has only one terrestrial
“The reason people think math is a candidate for universal

version we truly don’t know if the concept of maths will extend

communication is that its constructs seem precise, and that

the same way beyond our planet. Even if mathematics is

at least here on Earth there’s only one (extant) version of it,

consistent throughout the universe, we are still a very primitive

so it seems definable without cultural references. But if one

species. However, having a conversation using only the concept

actually starts trying to work out how to communicate about

of maths is limiting to say the least, it is extremely useful for

current math without any assumptions one quickly discovers

explaining the more nuanced aspects of our understanding of

that one really has to go “below math” to get to computational

the universe, but it might be hard to say hello to any intelligent

processes with simpler rules.” Wolfram (2018).

civilisations by using numbers.

Image: Dziedzic, M (2020)

Symmetry and aesthetics
When thinking about truly universal, graphical concepts there

“Indeed, the double helix of DNA is bilaterally symmetrical,

is something that is prevalent, Aesthetics. Almost all civilisations

as are the members of many animal phyla. It is also found in

create art to some degree, whether this is through monuments

astrophysics in the bi-polar jets emerging from proto-planetary

or through creative expression, “All civilisations work to preserve

disks, accretion disks around black holes, and from the center

their legacy by building large monuments and structures.”

of massive and active galaxies.”

(National Geographic, 2018). Does this key definition mean that

Lemarchand, A. G and Lomberg J (1996).

all intelligent civilisations have artistic tendencies and the ability
to appreciate and even communicate through aesthetics?

However, this argument is based purely on science and life as

One could argue that aesthetics or beauty is in the eye of the

we understand it. When thinking about conversing with ETI

beholder rather than there being a predefined set of rules

we have to realise that life elsewhere in the universe may have

that are universally communicative. However, there are certain

evolved and survived in unimaginably different environments

patterns that are found repeated throughout maths, science,

and so, the idea of symmetry being ingrained as deeply into

and nature – symmetry.

their being as it is ours could be overexaggerated. That being
said, just because the use of symmetry cannot be proved to be

“One reason to believe that an appreciation of symmetries may

a universal understanding (although our current understanding

be universal is to observe how widely they reappear in nature,

of maths and physics states that is unlikely) aesthetics may still

science and in independently created human art forms. They

prove a vital resource for universal communication.

form the basis for many patterns that occur in human art, and

Maly, T (2014) talks about the communication challenge of

thus are a common principle of aesthetics.”

warning future generations about our stores of nuclear waste

Lemarchand, A. G and Lomberg J (1996).

and the difficulties that arise when designing messages to
last for thousands of years. To overcome this solution several

Symmetry appears in several different ways (bilateral, radial,

concepts were put forward, most notably ones that concerned

concentric, etc) meaning that there is a range of applications

creating colossal monuments that would deter anyone from

from the single concept of symmetry. Furthermore, because

entering the area, “Landscape of Thorns, a random field or

of its repeating throughout nature, science, and aesthetics it

forest of random concrete thorns, 15m (50 ft) high, whose

could truly be ingrained within the nature of life and thus be

shapes suggest danger and bodily harm.” Maly, T (2014). These

understandable universally.

aesthetic methods could be used to create conversation
without language due to the nature of their form and the
Image: Harvey, A (2015)

connotations that certain shapes hold.

The first section of the focus group was to investigate the
perception of form. Participants were shown twenty-four
different images. To analyse the data from their perceptions
their responses were sorted into positive, negative, or neutral
categories. Notably, group A and B were the only shapes
to create a higher percentage of positive perceptions than
negative while group F created over 90% negative. This was
interesting because there wasn’t a divide between sharp and
smooth shapes, but rather a more obvious correlation between
the complexity of the forms. For example, group A created
the highest percentage of positive perceptions, these shapes
were extremely simple with no sharp edges. However, group
C, also created without sharp edges, had only 12% positive. The
same pattern arose when looking into group D and F. Both
groups were asymmetrical and sharp in nature but differed in
frequency and distance between sharp edges. Group F created
45% more negative perceptions. This shows that form has a
decisive effect on perception, most notably that the increase of
complexity on form increases negative perceptions.

Perceptions of form

The second section of the focus group was to gather the

After investigating the significant impact that form could

perceptions of colour. This section of the focus group revealed

have on universal communication a focus group was run to

that colour is secondary compared to the shade or vibrancy of

gather people’s perception of different shapes and colour.

the colour itself. This is evidenced due to shown colours created

This focus group contained four participants in a digital call,

100% positive perceptions. The colour was the deciding factor

all participants could see the same presentation. Participants

into what this perception manifested itself as, “a late summer

were prompted to share their reactions, thoughts, and feelings

afternoon”. When questioned about this the participants stated

they had in response to different shapes (Four of each shape

that if the colour had been darker then it would have

was shown. Smooth blobs (A), symmetrical pointed shapes (B),

been perceived differently.

wavy blobs (C), asymmetrical pointed shapes (D), spiral warped
blobs (E), and chaotic spiked shapes (F).) and colours.

Image: Hillier, H (2017)

The final section of the focus group was the perception of
forms with colour. This section was interesting because many
of the form’s perceptions were amplified by the addition
of colour while others changed the original perceptions (of
the colour and the shape). However, the shapes and colours
created recognition. With participants mentioning what a
form reminded them of rather than an emotion they felt. This
only increased when a colour was introduced as it added
context. For example, the unsettling feelings around group C
disappeared for a participant who enjoys swimming and said
that it reminded them of being in water. This problem was
exemplified when other participants stated that they still felt
the same uncomfortableness towards those shapes, which
instantly proved those perceptions were not universal.

This focus group made apparent that form and colour are both
perceived with common themes, most interestingly the more
complex a shape is the more negatively it is seen. However,
there are problems as people will try and place meaning onto
random forms which can be affected by cultural differences
and personal experience. This shows that the use of form and
aesthetics can be used to communicate simple messages
or emotion towards someone but also that these messages
need to be contained or contextualised so that they can be
Image: Hojo, A (2019)

interpreted without interference.
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To summarise, there are several issues within the concept of
universal communication, most notably centred around the
misinterpretation caused by outside experiences
and cultural differences.

Research has brought to light that using writing within universal communication is fruitless. Characters that don’t symbolise
anything will be immediately misunderstood or not understood at all. Furthermore, the use of logographic languages has
another set of difficulties. Most prominently the cultural misinterpretation of symbology which can lead to simple glyphs being
understood as something completely different than the original meaning due to one side of the conversation
lacking certain information.

However, several universal concepts have been made apparent and are certainly a strong framework for something that could
potentially become more graphically enabled through innovative thinking. These concepts could create a form of communication
that will allow us to share information to intelligent civilisations. These methods may not create the information necessary for
detailed conversation without causing confusion but instead may become a form of first contact before allowing us to learn the
details of one another’s cultures and languages.

Although I have investigated the potential of universal communication, collecting many comprehensive arguments for and
against concepts that may help us converse with intelligent civilisations, my research question will differ only slightly -

“HOW CAN DESIGN AID IN THE CREATION OF UNIVERSAL
COMMUNICATION AND ALLOW ANY AND ALL INTELLIGENT
CIVILISATIONS TO CONVERSE WITH ONE ANOTHER?”
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APPENDIX
Survey

Focus group

1.

This is a section from the Lascaux Cave Paintings. What do you think is being communicated here?

1.

2.

This is a section Cuneiform writing on a clay block. What do you think is being communicated here?

A. Smooth blobs

3.

These are ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. What do you think is being communicated here?

B. Symmetrical pointed shapes

4.

This is a fraction of an ancient Chinese Oracle bone. What do you think is being communicated here?

C. Wavy blobs

5.

These are ancient Mayan glyphs. What do you think is being communicated here?

D. Asymmetrical pointed shapes

6.

This is a small relief of Hittite hieroglyphics. What do you think is being communicated here?

E. Spiral warped blobs

7.

This is an 11th century Nordic runestone. What do you think is being communicated here?

F. Chaotic spiked shapes

8.

Which of these do you think you could understand the most?

2.

Discussion on the perceptions of form

Discussion on the perceptions of colour

A. The Cave Paintings

A. Orange

B. The Cuneiform

B. Green

C. The Egyptian Hieroglyphics

C. Purple

D. The Chinese Oracle bone

D. Red

E. The Mayan Glyphs

E. Blue

F. The Hittite Hieroglyphics
G. The Nordic runestone

3.

Discussion on the perceptions of form with colour
A. Smooth blobs - In all of the colours above.

9.

Can you explain why?

B. Symmetrical pointed shapes - In all of the colours above.

10.

Which of these do you think you could understand the least?

C. Wavy blobs - In all of the colours above.

A. The Cave Paintings

D. Asymmetrical pointed shapes - In all of the colours above.

B. The Cuneiform

E. Spiral warped blobs - In all of the colours above.

C. The Egyptian Hieroglyphics

F. Chaotic spiked shapes - In all of the colours above.

D. The Chinese Oracle bone
E. The Mayan Glyphs
F. The Hittite Hieroglyphics
G. The Nordic runestone
11.

Can you explain why?

